Phrasal verb gaps fill 11

Conjugate the phrasal verbs in each sentence so that it makes sense in each context

1. What does protecting the environment ________________ (Call for)?
2. Should we all ___________________ (Cut down on) the amount of electricity we use?
3. Had we better _________________ (Cut out) driving to work?
4. Where do we _____________ (Cut down) too many trees?
5. Do we need _______________ (Clear up) our beaches?
6. How much plastic do you ______________ (Throw away) per week?
7. What would you _____ the majority of environmental issues _________ (Put down to)?
8. Is ________________ (Stand up for) animals important to you?
9. Do you enjoy _________________ (Look after) your local environment?
10. Do you reckon we ought ______________ (Face up to) the destruction of the environment being our fault?

*Ask and answer the questions with your partner
Answer sheet

1. call for
2. cut down on
3. cut out
4. cut down
5. to clear up
6. throw away
7. put..... down to
8. standing up for
9. looking after
10. to face up to